EXTRACTING INSIGHTS 2014/15
A review of the performance of AIM listed mining companies for the year to June 2015
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although the average
market cap per mining
company was stable,
there has been a
further decline in the
overall market value
of the sector, albeit
the rate of slowdown
has declined

during 2014/15, the
overall performance
of the aim basic
resources index
was broadly in line
with commodity
prices
our advice for
surviving
the current
market

the main
reasons for
leaving are:
Cost saving (5)
Regulatory (5)
Takeovers / Transfers (4)
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Larger mining
companies have
performed slightly
better than the
wider mining
population; the
aggregate market caps of
the ten largest companies
increased by 6%
compared to an 11%
decline overall
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2014/15 sees the
largest fall in
the number of
160 157
140
leavers since
this survey
started in 2011... ...as well as a fall in the
total number for the
second year in a row
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investor appetite
remains low,
with fewer
companies
raising smaller
amounts of
2013/14
equity
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further issues
proceeds of £342m
are down 28%
funds raised
from ipos of £14.4m
are up from £5.8m

£7.9m
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Put in place
tight cost
control and cash
management
01

Consider
03 Try to secure
M&A
funding
opportunities to from alternative
realise value for
sources, such as
shareholders
specialist investors
& overseas exchanges
02

Keep the
market
informed and
make sure there
are no surprise
announcements
04

Review
your capital
structure to ensure
it does not expose
you to sudden
liquidity issues
05
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